Working Bee May 24th 2014

We set up our working bee sign near the VC and
then made our way down to Main Flat.

By Terry Lane

Another pleasant day for our monthly work day,
the plan being to continue removing star pickets
and wire netting from Main Flat and to put up a
motion detector camera with honey/oat bait
downstream at Costas Block. We want to see if
Sugar Gliders are moving along the creek away
from the nest boxes that are monitored every
couple of months.
Neil, Robert Irvine and I met up at the Friends
shed along with Andrew Mibus who is doing part
time a cert 4 in conservation and land
management up at Bendigo.
Before heading down we noticed a couple of
kangaroos in the old nursery area.

Robert herds the roos towards the open gate

I suggested having a cuppa before we start, not
for Neil he was straight into it. By placing a piece
of flat timber under the picket remover we were
able to get more leverage and made good
progress although some were still incredibly hard
to get out almost to the point of us giving up.
And out they went

Black Wattle (acacia Mearnsii)
I also came across this fungus.

Andrew perseveres but eventually the picket
broke.
Even though the ground was dry we spotted
some Black wattle and tree violets that seem to
spring up even after the smallest amount of rain
and by making tree frames on the spot we were
able to protect them straight away.

Robert Bender thought it may be an Agaricus of
which there are some 300 species but wasent
sure. I sent the photo to Fungimap for
clarification and they suggested because of the
white gills it was more likely to be Volvariella or
Pluteus, hard to tell without seeing the
underside.
Before long we had some forty pickets out and
quite a bit of wire rolled up ready for our planting
next month above Red Gum
Flat.

By lunchtime Neil had to shoot off and phoned to
say he saw next doors cow again near the nursery
area.

We stopped for a cuppa and talked about the
gum trees that are dying down here on the flat.

Robert Irvine, me and Andrew.

Maybe because of the close planting in the early
days, should we replant or simply let nature take
its course? A PhD for someone perhaps.

It was time for me to leave so Robert and Andrew
collected the ladder from the Friends Shed and
went down to Costas Block in the South West
area of the park to set up the motion detector
camera and set the honey/oat bait in a stainless
steel ball tea strainer. (Arrowed)

All in all a good day, hopefully the camera will
detect gliders; we will however start putting up
boxes in this area of the park and even further
downstream to the confluence in Sydenham Park
where Gordon Duncan put up Glider boxes many
years ago.

Next Working Bee Saturday June
24th.Making up tree frames and
planting above Red Gum Flat.

On the way they spotted this Eastern Long
Necked Turtle.

It is a side necked - turtle meaning that it bends
its head sideways into its shell rather than pulling
it directly back.

